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Section 1 Introduction
1.1

Introduction

Green Bean Design Pty Ltd (GBD) has been commissioned by White Rock Wind Farm Pty Ltd (WRWFPL) to
prepare a Design and Landscape Plan (D&LP) for Stage 1 of the approved White Rock Wind Farm (WRWF). This
D&LP has been prepared in response to, and addresses, the White Rock Wind Farm Project Approval,
Conditions of Approval (CoA) and specifically Conditions C23, C24 and C30 of the CoA. This D&LP also
addresses other related Conditions of Approval (C28 and C29), In accordance with Condition C30 this D&LP has
been prepared by Andrew Homewood who is a qualified and Registered Landscape Architect and GBD Principal
Landscape Architect.
This D&LP has been prepared and responds to the visual impacts determined in the White Rock Wind Farm
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment report prepared and submitted with the Environmental Assessment
in March 2011 (EA LVIA). This revised D&LP has been prepared to refine the landscape requirements for the
Operations and Maintenance Building based on the as‐built visual appearance of the facility.
1.2

Project Description

The approved White Rock Wind Farm has 119 wind turbines located along a series of ridgelines and low hills, to
the west of the Waterloo Range and above the Wellingrove Creek valley. The longest extent of ridgeline
occupied by wind turbines extends for approximately 10km along the White Rock Mountain ridgeline on the
western extent of the project area. The eastern extent of the White Rock wind farm would be located
approximately 15km from Glen Innes, a rural town located at the intersection of the New England and Gwydir
Highways.
Further to detailed studies the approved project has been divided into two stages. This D&LP has been
prepared with regard to Stage 1 of the approved White Rock Wind Farm which includes the construction of up
to 70 wind turbines, predominantly located on the main north to south White Rock Mountain ridgeline. The
staging of this D&LP is in accordance with the CoA. The Stage 1 layout and balance of Stage 2 wind turbines are
illustrated in Figure 1.
1.3

Project Approval

Project Approval for the White Rock Wind Farm was granted on the 10 July 2012 under Part 3A of the NSW
Environment Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), and is subject to a number of CoA. The provision
of this D&LP is in accordance with Conditions C23 and C30 of the NSW Minister for Planning’s CoA. The key
requirements under the CoA and relevant clause include:


Condition C23 – which requires consultation with all residents and landowners who were determined to
have a moderate to high visual impact in the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment study prepared and
submitted in the White Rock Wind Farm Environmental Assessment, 2011.



Condition C24 – which requires reasonable and feasible landscape works to be provided to owners of
residential dwellings or businesses with views of a wind turbine within 5 km of the wind farm.
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Condition C30 – which requires preparation of a Design and Landscape Plan to outline landscape works on
the wind farm site.

1.4

Conditions of Approval ‐ Conditions C23, C24 and C30

Conditions C23, C24 and C30 are set out in full below.
Condition C23:
All residents, business owners or public authorities, whose dwelling, business or public area respectively, may be
subject to moderate to high visual impact, as defined in the EA, shall be consulted regarding impact
minimisation measures. The outcomes of this consultation process shall be used to inform the Design and
Landscape Plan, required under condition C30.
Condition C24:
At the request of any owners of residential dwellings or businesses with views of a turbine(s) located within five
kilometres of those dwellings, the Proponent shall provide and bear the full cost of reasonable landscaping
treatment to visually screen these dwellings. Such a request may be made in writing by the owner of the
dwelling or business within 6 months from the commencement of operation of the Development, and
landscaping treatments agreed between the parties shall be implemented and completed within 12 months of
such an agreement. Should the parties not be able to reach agreement on the scope of landscaping treatments,
then either party may refer the matter to the Secretary for resolution. The Secretary’s decision on such a
referral shall be final and binding on the parties.
Condition C30:
A Design and Landscaping Plan shall be prepared to outline measures to ensure appropriate development and
maintenance of landscaping on the site to achieve adequate landscape buffers and address visual impacts
arising from the project, including turbines, site access roads and associated above ground infrastructure, as far
as is reasonable and feasible.
The Plan shall be prepared by a qualified landscape architect and where relevant meet any requirements of the
Councils. The Plan shall include design treatments for the turbines and ancillary infrastructure, including, but
not necessarily limited to:
(a) the landscape screening measure at residences in close proximity to the project site and along nearby
roadsides to screen potential moderate to significant views of the project, including an outline of additional
measures available for requested landscaping treatments, as permitted under condition C24;
(b) landscape treatments and built elements, including proposed treatments, finishes and materials of exposed
surfaces (including colour specifications;
(c) lighting;
(d) a schedule of species to be used in landscaping;
(e) details of timing and progressive implementation of landscape works; and
(f) procedures and methods to monitor and maintain landscaped areas.
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The plan shall be submitted for the approval of the Secretary prior to the commencement of permanent built
works and/ or landscaping, unless otherwise agreed by the Secretary. The Plan may be submitted in stages to
suit the staged construction program of the project.
1.5

Other Conditions of Approval ‐ Conditions C28 and C29

In addition to the conditions above, the Project Approval also addresses aspects of the wind farm design that
relate to visual impact of the WRWF project. These conditions are set out below:
Condition C28:
Visual Appearance
C28. The Proponent must:
(a) minimise the off‐site visual impacts of the project;
(b) ensure the wind turbines are:
• painted off white/grey, unless otherwise agreed by the Secretary; and
• finished with a surface treatment that minimises the potential for glare and reflection;
(c) ensure the visual appearance of all ancillary infrastructure (including paint colours), blends in as far as
possible with the surrounding landscape; and
(d) not mount any advertising signs or logos on wind turbines or ancillary infrastructure.
Condition C29:
With the exception of aviation hazard lighting implemented in accordance with the requirements of this
condition, no external lighting other than low intensity security night lighting is permitted on site unless
otherwise agreed or directed by the Secretary, or required by Civil Aviation Safety Authority.
1.5

Design and Landscape Plan objectives

The key objectives of this D&LP are:


Provide a D&LP that fully addresses the requirements of Condition C30



Undertake consultation with residents and landowners with moderate to high visual impacts



Identify and outline reasonable and feasible on site landscape treatments



Identify and outline additional measures available for requested landscape works off site within and up to
5 km from the wind turbines



Identify and outline onsite landscape treatments and proposed materials, finishes and treatments of
exposed surfaces for built elements



Identify and outline onsite lighting



Prepare a schedule of plant species to be used for onsite landscape works



Detail proposed timing and progressive implementation of landscape works



Outline procedures and methods to monitor and maintain landscaped areas.
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Section 2 Consultation process (associated and non‐associated dwellings)
2.1

Introduction

In accordance with condition C23, WRWF and GBD have carried out a detailed consultation process with
residents surrounding the site. This has included consultation with both associated and non‐associated
residents and landowners previously assessed as having a moderate to high visual impact as defined in the EA
LVIA.
The EA LVIA determined that no land under public authority ownership will be subject to moderate or high
visual impacts. Public authorities have been contacted and have expressed no concern or identified the need
for any landscape works on land within their ownership.
2.2

EA LVIA moderate and high visual impacts

The EA LVIA for the full 119 turbine project determined:


10 residential view locations with a high visual impact



27 residential view locations with a moderate visual impact



No view locations from land (or road corridors) subject to public authority ownership (including Council or
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) were determined to have a moderate or high visual impact



No view locations from businesses or public land were determined to have a moderate or high visual
impact.

This D&LP relates only to Stage 1. As 49 turbines are deferred to Stage 2, the assessed impacts will be less for
certain view locations that are further from the Stage 1 development. The change in distance between
viewpoints and the closest Stage 1 turbine compared to the distance for the full 119 project is shown in Table
1.
2.3

Landscape Questionnaire

The consultation process included a telephone questionnaire and on site meetings and inspections with both
associated and non‐associated residents. An outline of the consultation process and results are included in
Table 1. A copy of the questionnaire is included in Appendix A. The questionnaires indicated that, in general,
residents and landowners were not significantly concerned about potential views toward wind turbines from
areas of garden surrounding residential dwellings. This level of concern was increased if views toward wind
turbines were to occur from rooms within a dwelling. Whilst most commented on the visual aspects of wind
turbines, most respondents acknowledged that potential views toward associated infrastructure including
access roads and substation were less likely to cause concern.
Respondents to the questionnaire nominated a range of potential offsite screening treatments which include:


planting tree screens as windbreaks on their property



planting individual trees around dwellings



planting pine trees



planting ornamental species



planting deciduous trees.
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Table 1 – View locations subject to moderate to high visual impact and consultation outcome
View
location
GBD
house ID
R32

White Rock
Wind Farm
house ID

Property
name

Associated

0191

Kia Ora

No

4.0

R59

E140

No

3.5

R31
R43

P190
L200

No
No

5.1
2.6

R30

R295

No

6.0

R60
R45

D121
N230

Kakoda
Netherley

No
No

3.7
5.2

R34

N191

Mountview 3

No

3.1

R61
R29

E50
Q170

Mt Buckley

No
Yes

3.3
5.1

R10

L101

Caloola

Yes

2.2

R8

L90

Yes

1.8

R3

L80

Caloola
Cottage
Minamurra 3

Yes

1.9

R5

L82

Minamurra

Yes

2.1

R4

L83

Minamurra 2

Yes

2.1

R1

L70

Yes

2

R2
R55

L71
H140

Kalanga
Cottage
Kalanga
Glen Moriston

Yes
Yes

2.1
1.2

R63
R6

I40
M80

Quabedee
Ilparran 1

No
No

2.3
2.9

R7

N90

Ilparran 2

No

3.6

R42

I180

Novar 1

Yes

0.7

R41

J180

Novar 2

Yes

0.9

R28

P170

Ferndale

Yes

4.6

R38

L180

Marinka

Yes

1

R62

H40

No

No

1.7

Cranbrook
Hedgeroy

Distance to
closest Stage 1
turbine (km)

Outcome and/or response
from owner

Property sold April 2015.
Attempts to contact new
owners unsuccessful.
Attempts to contact owners
for consultation unsuccessful.
Dwelling unoccupied
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Dwelling unoccupied
No visit required
Selling property
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed.
No visit required
Visit required
Visit required (as above)
Telephone questionnaire
completed
No visit required
Visit required
Attempts to contact owners
for consultation unsuccessful.
Attempts to contact owners
for consultation unsuccessful.
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
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Table 1 – View locations subject to moderate to high visual impact and consultation outcome
View
location
GBD
house ID
R37

White Rock
Wind Farm
house ID

Property
name

Associated

L170

Eden Brae

Yes

Distance to
closest Stage 1
turbine (km)

Outcome and/or response
from owner

0.91

Attempts to contact owners
for consultation unsuccessful.
R40
J181
Melrose
Yes
0.8
Owner contacted. No visit
required
R44
M221
Springfield
Yes
3.7
As above
R33
O190
Lyona
Yes
3.4
Telephone questionnaire
completed. No visit required
R36
N180
Mountview 1
No
2.5
Visit required
R35
N190
Mountview 2
No
2.6
As above
R57
F131
Try Again
No
2.3
Acquisition by WRWFPL in
progress.
No visit required
R11
N100
Green Valley
Yes
3.7
Telephone questionnaire
completed.
No visit required
R39
K170
Yes
1.2
Telephone questionnaire
completed.
No visit required
R58
F120
Numarella
Yes
2.5
Visit required
R9
L100
Talarook
Yes
1.5
Visit required
Note: Change in distance is an increase where closest Stage 1 turbine is further away than closest turbine for
full 119 turbine project. Only negative change is due to micrositing which is always less than 100m and so
shown as <‐0.1 where turbine has moved closer to viewpoint.

Whilst the CoA makes no distinction between requirements for associated and non‐associated residents, this
D&LP notes that:


21 of the 37 moderate to high visual impact are associated dwellings



15 of the 37 moderate to high visual impact are non‐associated dwellings



1 of the 37 moderate to high visual impact residents is subject to an acquisition agreement.

2.4

Stage 1 ‐ potential reduction in visual impact

The White Rock Wind Farm Stage 1 layout involves 70 of the approved 119 wind turbines. A further 49 wind
turbines which will not be constructed as part of Stage 1 are illustrated in Figure 1. The reduced number of
approved wind turbines to be installed for Stage 1 will increase the distance between some dwellings and wind
turbines within the Stage 1 layout. This will potentially result in a change to the visual impact determined for
some dwellings included in the EA LVIA. Table 2 identifies the dwellings which may be subject to a reduction in
visual impact.
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Table 2 – View locations with potential visual impact reduction for development of Stage 1 only
View location ID
GBD
ID

Property
name

Associated

Distance to
closest
turbine LVIA
March 2011

Distance
to closest
Stage 1
turbine

Kia Ora
Cranbrook

No
No
No
No
No

1.0
1.4
1.9
3.0
1.3

4.0
5.1
6.0
5.2
3.1

Yes

1.0

5.1

4.1

High to Low

WRWF
ID

Change in
distance
from EA
LVIA
March
2011
3.0
3.7
4.1
2.0
1.8

Potential
reduction in
visual impact

R32
R31
R30
R45
R34

0191
P190
R295
N230
N191

R29

Q170

R28

P170

Ferndale

Yes

1.0

4.6

3.6

Moderate to Low

R44

M221

Springfield

Yes

1.6

3.7

2.1

Moderate to Low

R33

O190

Lyona

Yes

0.84

3.4

2.6

High to Low

2.5

Netherley
Mountview 3

Moderate to Low
Moderate to Low
Moderate to Low
Moderate to Low
High to Low

Site inspections

WRWFPL and GBD carried out site inspections as requested by associated and non‐associated property owners
with moderate to high visual impacts assessed in the EA LVIA. The inspections were carried out on the 8th and
9th of September 2015. The dwellings inspected include:


R1/(R2) associated (owned by same landowner)



R9 associated



R36 non‐associated



R58 associated



R61 non‐associated



R63 potential associated

The site inspections identified the potential locations for wind turbines and other infrastructure visible from
the property, or confirmed that wind turbines and/or infrastructure would be screened by existing tree
planting within or beyond the property boundary.
Two property owners identified potential or preferred locations for proposed second dwellings on their
property and discussed the potential visual impact upon these locations. Both property owners advised that
Development Applications for second dwellings had not been prepared or lodged with the relevant local
government authority.
Whilst the potential for offsite landscape treatments were discussed with property owners during the site
inspections, there were no direct or specific requests from property owners to implement any immediate
landscape works prior to the wind farm construction.
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Section 3 Wind Farm materials, finishes, treatment and lighting
3.1

Introduction

As indicated in Section 1.3, the Project Approval also contains condition C28 relating to the design of the wind
farm and treatment of materials used to minimise visual impact. The following table outlines the key structures
associated with the wind farm and their materials, finishes and treatments.
Table 3 ‐ Schedule materials, finishes and treatments
Key structure
Wind turbine

Element and materials
Tower: Tapered tubular steel
Blades: Composite glass fibre

Kiosk transformer

Casing: Steel

Wind turbine access
steps and landings
Turbine coolers

Structural steel

Wind monitoring
towers

Tower: Steel tube
Guy wires: Steel

Access roads

Unsealed dirt road in accordance
with ARRB Unsealed Road Manual
2009.

Substation/switchyard

Various internal electrical
components:
 a single storey control
building
 switch bays and transformers

Casing: Steel



a communications pole



lightning masts



water tank

Finish
Painted: matt off‐
white/grey (Condition
C28)
Painted: Pale Eucalypt or
Paperbark (Colourbond
range – or equivalent).
Galvanised

Treatment
Blades anti glare
No advertising or
logos.
Anti glare

Painted: off‐white/grey to
match the tower as they
are located directly at the
base of the tower.
Wind monitoring towers
to be finished according
to the requirements set
out in MOS 139 Section
8.10 Obstacle Markings.
Access roads shall be
constructed with locally
sourced materials where
available.
Internal electrical finishes
as per TransGrid
specifications
Fencing: painted/powder
coated with a dark and
visually recessive colour.

Anti glare

None
None
None

None

Painted: Pale Eucalypt,
Paperbark and Mangrove
(Colourbond range – or
equivalent).

None

None

In accordance
with MOS 139
Section 8.10
Obstacle
Markings.
None

As per Condition
C30, minimise
glare and
reflection.



security fencing including a
palisade fence and internal
chainmesh fence.
Internal electrical components as
per TransGrid specifications

132 kV transmission
line

Operations and
Maintenance Building

Perimeter fence: Steel
Pole: Concrete
Insulators: Polymer
Conductor: Aluminium alloy
Single or separate buildings:
Predominantly steel wall/roof
structures
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Lighting

Table 4 outlines the requirement for lighting installations associated with the wind farm development. Whilst
the majority of the wind farm will not require lighting installations, any light fittings to be installed shall be in
accordance with the Australian Standard ‘Control of the obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting’ (AS4282‐1997)
Table 4 ‐ Lighting
Key structure

Lighting requirements

Wind turbine

No significant lighting requirement.
Low intensity lighting may be installed above doorway entrance into tower.
The low intensity light would be activated to enter turbine at night as and
when required.
The WRWF Obstacle Lighting Risk Assessment (3rd February 2015) has
recommended that the WRWF would not require obstacle lighting to
maintain an acceptable level of aviation safety. CASA has responded that
no aviation safety lighting is required.

Wind monitoring towers

No lighting requirement.

Kiosk transformer

No lighting requirement.

Wind turbine coolers

No lighting requirement.

Wind turbine access steps and
landings
Access roads

No lighting requirement.
No lighting requirement.

Substation/switchyard

Lighting will be required for control room, substation and switchyard areas.
Low level lighting will be required for emergency maintenance operations;
however, lighting will not be required during normal operational periods.
Flood and area lighting will be avoided, with directional and shielded
lighting installations to be installed in accordance with the Australian
Standard ‘Control of the obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting’ (AS4282‐
1997).

132 kV transmission line

No lighting required.

Operations and Maintenance

Lighting will be required within and around the Operations and

Building

Maintenance Building with directional and shielded lighting installations to
be installed in accordance with the Australian Standard ‘Control of the
obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting’ (AS4282‐1997).
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Section 4 On‐site landscape works
4.1

Introduction

There is limited opportunity for on‐site planting to provide feasible screening toward some elements of wind
farm infrastructure as some elements will be screened by existing landform and/or tree cover within the wind
farm site boundary. Table 6 outlines key wind farm infrastructure and built elements together with a
consideration of on‐site landscape planting and its potential efficacy to screen views from residential dwellings
with moderate to high visual impacts.
Table 6 – Wind Farm infrastructure and screening feasibility
Wind Farm infrastructure
key elements
Wind turbine

On site screening
feasibility
None

Wind monitoring tower

None

Kiosk transformer

None

Turbine coolers

None

Access roads

Yes

Substation/switchyard

No

132kV transmission line

No

Notes
Site inspections have determined that on site landscape
works will offer no feasible or reasonable levels of visual
impact mitigation where the approved wind turbines
are visible on slopes and ridgeline areas from areas
beyond the wind farm site.
On site landscape works including grass seeding will
occur on constructed elements such as embankments
or cuttings around the wind turbine hardstand areas as
part of the site rehabilitation works.
Site inspections have determined that on site landscape
works will offer no feasible or reasonable levels of visual
impact mitigation where wind monitoring towers are
visible on slopes and ridgeline areas.
On‐site landscape works will offer no feasible or
reasonable levels of visual impact mitigation for
transformers which are relatively small scale structures
located beneath each wind turbine. Transformers will
generally not be visible from areas beyond the wind
farm site boundary.
Similar to kiosk transformers, the coolers are small scale
structures very close to the base of the tower and will
generally not be visible from beyond the wind farm
boundary.
Subject to detail design and final alignment landscape
works including shrub and tree planting may be
installed to screen and partially filter views toward on‐
site access tracks. On‐site landscape works including
grass seeding will occur on constructed embankments
or cuttings as part of the site rehabilitation works.
The EA LVIA and supplementary site inspections have
confirmed that the substation will not be visible from
view locations surrounding the wind farm site
boundary. On‐site landscape works will not provide any
form of mitigation and are not proposed for the
substation.
A supplementary assessment to identify any potential
visual impacts associated with a modification to the EA
approved transmission line route determined that the
transmission line would have no additional visual
impacts over and above the low level of visual impact
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Table 6 – Wind Farm infrastructure and screening feasibility
Wind Farm infrastructure
key elements

Operations and
Maintenance Building

On site screening
feasibility

Notes
determined in the EA LVIA. It is considered that on site
landscape works will offer no feasible or reasonable
levels of visual impact mitigation where the approved
and/or modified transmission line route is visible on
slopes and ridgeline areas.
The O&M Building willbe subject to on site landscape
works in order to screen views from adjoining
properties and from the Gwydir Highway and Ilparran
Road corridor. The layout for planting surrounding the
O&M Building and associated warehouse is presented in
Figure 2. The planting locations are based on an
assessment of viewpoints of the as‐built infrastructure.
Based on the assessment, a reduced area of landscaping
will provide adequate screening which is also consistent
with the landowner preference to minimise loss of
grazing pasture.

Yes

4.2
Planting schedule
A list of native trees and shrub species have been compiled for the purpose of screening the proposed
operations and maintenance building located to the south of the site access from the Gwydir Highway.
Nominated tree and shrub planting has been sourced from Tree Planting in the Glen Innes District (G.G
Robinson, undated), Glen Innes Natural Resources Advisory Committee:
http://www.glenrac.org.au/admin/files/resources/1348530204_tree_planting_a4_info_sheet_09_2012.pdf
Table 5 – Planting schedule
Scientific name
TREES
Acacia dealbata
Angophora floribunda
Eucalyptus acaciiformis
E. brunnes (deanii)
E. calignosa
E. camphora
E.dalrympleana
E melliodora
E blakelyi
E albens
E. nicholii
E.nova‐anglica
E viminalis
E stellulata
E laevopinea
SHRUBS
A. filicifolia
A. pravissima
A. rubida
Callistemon sieberi
Leptospermum polygalifolium

Common name

Mature height (m)

Silver Wattle
Rough‐barked Apple
Wattle‐leaved Peppermint
Round‐leaved Gum
Broad‐leaved Stringybark
Swamp Gum
Mountain White Gum
Yellow Box
Blakely’s Red Gum
White Box
Narrow‐leaved black
Peppermint
New England Peppermint
Ribbon Gum
Black Sallee
Silvertop Stringybark

up to 30
up to 20
up to 20
up to 40
up to 25
up to 10
up to 40
up to 20
up to 24
up to 25
up to 20
up to 25
up to 40
up to 15
up to 40

Fern‐leaf Wattle
Oven’s Wattle
Red‐stemmed Wattle
River Bottlebrush
Common Tea‐tree

up to 14
up to 6
up to 10
up to 4
up to 7
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Timing and implementation for on‐site landscape works

The timing and implementation of on‐site landscape works shall be coordinated with the wind farm
construction program and staging. The implementation of on‐site landscape works should generally not occur
in areas that are likely to be subject to future earthworks or construction activities. However, site landscape
works should commence as soon as practically possible after construction works have been completed and
integrated with site rehabilitation works that will stabilise disturbed areas and commence revegetation.
Additional to the above, the optimal timing and program for installation of on‐site landscape works (including
tree and shrub planting) should, and where possible, adopt the schedule outlined in Table 7.
Site preparation and planting works may occur outside of this optimal period; however planting and successful
establishment may be subject to favourable ground and climate conditions. To facilitate successful plant
establishment:


groundwork and site preparation should not be carried out whilst site conditions are subject to water
logging or excessive soil moisture



plant installation should not occur during cold periods or at times when frost is likely to occur before or
following planting



plant installation should not occur during periods of extreme heat.

Table 7 – On‐site landscape works, timing and implementation

Tasks
Site selection and
initial preparation:

Timing

March to
May 2018

4.4

Maintain site

Planting
preparation

Planting

Remove and isolate
livestock from site
Initial herbicide
treatment
Deep rip to 500mm

June to
August
2018
September
2018
October to
November
2018

Keep out livestock
Weed removal Leave
fallow over winter
Order plant stock and
materials
Herbicide
Cultivate planting
area
Install planting

Monitoring

An ongoing program of monitoring and inspection for on‐site planting areas shall be implemented. The
program will determine and verify the establishment and growth of plantings, as well as the state of associated
fencing and/or plant protection measures.
Monitoring of the on‐site landscape works shall be carried out at scheduled inspection dates at 3 monthly
intervals for a period of 24 months following the installation and completion of on‐site landscape works.
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Maintenance

All areas subject to on‐site landscape works shall be inspected to identify any required actions during the
maintenance period. Table 8 outlines the key elements to be inspected and tasks to be undertaken during the
maintenance period.
Table 8 – On‐site landscape maintenance tasks
Landscape element
Planting

Weeds

Maintenance action
Inspection:
Check for dead or missing plants
Check for pest damage
Action:
Replace missing or dead plants
Identify pest (insect/vertebrate) and action accordingly
Inspection:
Check planting area for weed growth and or infestation
Action:
Undertake weed control

Fences

Stakes and tree guards

Inspection:
Check for any damage
Action:
Make repairs as necessary
Inspection:
Check for any damage
Action:
Make repairs as necessary
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Section 5 Specific off‐site landscape plans and treatments
5.1

Introduction

In accordance with Condition C24, and in addition to on‐site landscape works, all owners of residential
dwellings or businesses (associated and non‐associated) may request and be entitled to reasonable and
feasible off‐site landscape works to screen views toward the WRWF wind turbines within 5 km of a WRWF
wind turbine. Condition C24 sets out specific timing requirements for the request and implementation of off‐
site landscape works. These timing requirements are noted in Table 9:
Table 9 – Condition C24 timing requirements
Action
Written request of any owners of
residential dwellings or businesses
for reasonable landscaping
treatments to screen views toward
wind turbines within 5 km of a
WRWF wind turbine.

Timing requirement
Condition C24
Within 6 months from the
commencement of operation of
the Development.

WRWF actions described in
following sections
Following actions may
commence during first 6
months of operation.

‐
‐
‐
Implementation and completion of
landscaping treatments subject to
agreement between WRWFPL and
owner of dwelling or business.
5.2

Within 12 months of such an
agreement.

‐
‐

Arrange site
inspection/consultation
Prepare property landscape
plan
Obtain landowner
agreement
Make commercial
arrangements for works
Implement and complete
agreed works

Off‐site landscape measures

Condition C30 requires that the D&LP includes ‘an outline of additional measures available for requested
landscaping treatments, as permitted under condition C24. WRWFPL will adopt a landscape management
strategy to determine the location and details for off‐site landscape treatments.
The key landscape management strategy activities to be undertaken by WRWFPL include:


notification and consultation with individual landowners within 5 km of a WRWF wind turbine



a design for reasonable landscape treatments for each applicable dwelling or business where the
landowner requests screening of views toward a WRWF wind turbine/s



implementation and completion of agreed landscape works



maintenance of landscape works as per the agreement and subject to performance of screening.

Landscape treatments will be developed in consultation with respective landowners with the objective of
visually screening turbine(s). The treatments would typically comprise one or more of the following measures
as relevant to the site‐specific and landowner requirements:


Screen planting that will in time provide a visual barrier to block or partially filter views of visible turbines.
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Plantings could involve a mix of tree and shrub tubestock. Note: in the mid‐long term, tubestock may
establish more effectively.



Plantings may be at various distances from the dwelling as agreed by landowners (see below
considerations).



Generally, it is proposed that suitable native vegetation be used for screening purposes, however other
species may be preferred by the landowner.



Where vegetation plantings are not appropriate, other reasonable measures may be implemented
(decorative screening, window blinds/shades)

During the property site inspections, consideration will be made with regards to: type and suitability of
vegetation, shading constraints, deciduous or not (i.e. loses leaves during winter or evergreen), initial height of
plant to be planted, how tall the species will grow to, speed of growth, soil type, water requirements, how
close to fence lines or other infrastructure, ongoing maintenance requirements, protection from cattle (as
applicable), any views that landowners want to retain (e.g. to a lambing paddock or shed), and other site‐
specific factors.
5.3

Notification and consultation

WRWFPL will contact all owners of dwellings or businesses within 5 km of a WRWF wind turbine/s with regard
to their obligations under Condition C24. All written contacts will set out the terms of eligibility for off‐site
landscape works as well as an overview for the potential types of screening measures available.
Notification letters will be sent to owners not more than two months prior to the commencement of operation
of the Development.
In accordance with Condition C24, any eligible owner within 5 km of a WRWF wind turbine/s will have up to six
months to request landscape works from the commencement of operation of the Development.
If no response has been received from an owner within three months of the first notification letter, a second
notification letter will be issued together with a follow up phone call where telephone contact details are
available.
If no response to the first or second notification letter is received from an owner within six months from the
commencement of operation of the Development, then any rights to landscape treatments in accordance with
Condition C24 shall be deemed extinguished.
5.4

Site inspection

Following receipt of a request for landscape treatment, WRWFPL will facilitate a site meeting at the owners’
dwelling or business. The site meeting will be attended by a WRWFPL representative and an appropriately
qualified landscape architect and/or landscape designer appointed by WRWFPL. The site inspection shall:


determine and confirm if views toward the WRWF wind turbine/s are available from the owners dwelling
or business



photograph and document views toward the WRWF wind turbine/s from the dwelling or business



discuss and record potential reasonable landscape treatments.
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If the site inspection determines that no views toward the WRWF wind turbine/s are available from the owners
dwelling (including an immediate curtilage surrounding the dwelling) or business, then the owner will be
deemed not entitled to landscape treatments in accordance with Condition C24.
Where views toward the WRWF wind turbine/s are recorded from a dwelling or business, but no agreement as
to the location and composition of reasonable landscape treatments can be reached during the site inspection,
options for potential landscape treatments will be developed for further discussion.
5.5

Landscape plans

Where eligible, and subject to the requirements of Condition C24, each owner of a dwelling or business shall
receive a draft landscape plan which shall detail the outcome of discussions and agreements from the site
inspection. The draft landscape plan shall be prepared by the WRWFPL appointed landscape architect/designer
and shall:


document and describe the landscape treatment location and plant species composition (including plant
supply size and quantity)



specify (in words) the construction and plant installation works



detail (in drawings) any planting or hard landscape works to be installed



outline the maintenance activities to be undertaken and their timing/frequency.

The draft landscape plan shall be issued to the owner of the dwelling or business for review and comment. A
review period of no more than eight weeks from the draft landscape plan date of issue shall be available to the
landowner to provide comment on the draft landscape plan.
If WRWFPL receive no landowner comment within six weeks from the draft landscape plan date of issue,
WRWFPL will attempt to contact the landowner and confirm if any comments are to be provided. If landowner
contact cannot be established or no comments are received from the landowner at eight weeks from the draft
plan date of issue then WRWFPL may, at their discretion, consider their obligation to provide landscape
treatment in accordance with the CoA complete.
Any comments on the draft landscape plan will be considered, and the draft landscape plan amended subject
to the comments being reasonable and not resulting in any significant additional scope to the agreed works.
Any amendments shall be subject to WRWFPL review and comment on reasonableness of the additional
measures sought by the landowner.
Further to any amendments, if required, the draft landscape plan shall be issued as a final landscape plan for
the owners’ acceptance and sign off.
Should the parties not be able to reach an agreement on the landscape plan, then either party may refer the
matter to the Secretary for resolution. The Secretary’s decision on such a referral shall be final and binding on
the parties.
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Implementation and completion of off‐site landscape works

The implementation and completion of landscape works shall be in accordance with the requirements of
Condition C24. The implementation of landscape works shall be completed within 12 months of an agreement
between the owner and WRWFPL to undertake landscape treatments. All landscape works shall be undertaken
and/or coordinated by WRWFPL unless the landowner requests to manage these works themselves for an
agreed budget. If the landowner accepts funding to undertake the works then no further obligation remains
with WRWFPL.
Once completed, landscape works arranged by WRWFPL shall be inspected and verified by the WRWFPL
appointed landscape architect/landscape designer. Subject to the satisfaction of the landscape
architect/landscape designer, a certificate of practical completion shall be issued for the landscape works prior
to commencement of the maintenance period.
Should the parties not be able to reach an agreement on the completion of the landscape works, then either
party may refer the matter to the Secretary for resolution. The Secretary’s decision on such a referral shall be
final and binding on the parties.
5.7

Maintenance of off‐site landscape works

WRWFPL will undertake maintenance of the landscape works that it has managed for a period of not more the
two years from the date of practical completion of the landscape works. The maintenance tasks, their timing
and frequency shall be set out in the landscape plan. The key maintenance tasks for off‐site landscape works
are outlined in Table 10.
Table 10 – Off‐site landscape maintenance tasks
Landscape element
Planting

Weeds

Maintenance action
Inspection:
Check for dead or missing plants
Check for pest damage
Action:
Replace missing or dead plants
Identify pest (insect/vertebrate) and action accordingly
Inspection:
Check planting area for weed growth and or infestation
Action:
Undertake weed control

Fences

Stakes and tree guards

Inspection:
Check for any damage
Action:
Make repairs as necessary
Inspection:
Check for any damage
Action:
Make repairs as necessary
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A final site inspection shall be undertaken at the completion of the two year maintenance period to verify that
the landscape works are complete and established to the satisfaction of the appointed landscape
architect/landscape designer. Subject to the landscape works being in accordance with the final landscape plan
a final completion certificate shall be issued for the owner and WRWFPL sign off.
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Appendix A – Landscape Questionnaire
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White Rock Wind Farm
Design and Landscaping Consultation Questionnaire

1.

Name of resident

2.

Address

3.

Residence ID code

4.

Date and time of conversation

A. Context
 As you may be aware, Goldwind purchased WRWF last year and are progressing the project towards
construction.
 WRWF is taking a staged approached to development. 70 of the 119 turbines permitted will be
constructed as Stage 1 of the project.
 We are keen to ensure that the on‐site landscape screening proposed is done in conjunction with local
residents and results in reasonable and feasible landscape mitigation measures.
 As part of that aim, we are consulting with all residents whose dwelling was identified in the original
EA as having possible views to the turbines.
 The consultation will feed into an overall Design and Landscape Plan for the on‐site visual mitigation
works, which will also outline the colour and materials of buildings and turbines, and any landscape
screening proposed.
 We will consult on individual off‐site landscape plans later, once the turbines have been erected.
5.

Would you like to provide to
comment on possible landscape
screening by answering a few
questions?
[if no, end survey].

B. Residence specifics
 Within the original ES, your property was assessed as having a [low/medium/high] [circle one]
potential visual impact.
 Within Stage 1, the potential visual impact is [the same/reduced].
 [If applicable – cross out if not] WRWF understands that we have a [Lease / Near Neighbour
agreement] with you, which includes waiving of rights to landscape screening.
6.

If turbines were visible from
rooms within your house, would
this concern you?
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7.

If turbines were visible from areas
of garden surrounding your
house, would this concern you?
[if no to 6&7, end survey]

8.

Do you consider if preferable to
maintain distant views, including
views towards turbines, from
your house and garden?

9.

What about other infrastructure
– access tracks or substation [if
relevant to property – may need
to describe locations]?

10. What aspects would be of most
concern to you?
11. Would you consider a property
inspection useful to explain and
review potential on‐site
landscape screening options? An
inspection would be attended by
Goldwind and/or their consulting
landscape architect.

C.

Typical landscape screening options
 Screen planting can, in time, provide a visual barrier to block or partially filter views of a wind farm in
the long term.
 Different planting options are often used, including planting close to the house (within the garden) or
shelterbelt planting along fence lines.
 In consultation with the landowners, individual screening plans will be drawn up once the project is
constructed.

12. If future landscape screening was
available for around your house,
would you be interested?
13. Would landscaping around the
house/garden need to consider
any other short or long distance
views from your property (e.g.
into close paddocks to watch
stock)?
14. Is there a particular style of
planting or type of tree you
would like to see planted around
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your house (natives, fruit trees,
ornamentals etc)?
15. Do you have any advice on the
best season for planting trees in
your area?
16. Do you have any other
suggestions or comments on the
landscape screening?
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